THE NEW INTEGRITY
Strange! At this, late date, it is modern architecture that wants life to
learn to see life as life, because architecture must learn to see brick as
brick, learn to see steel as steel, see glass as glass. So modern thought urges
all of life to demand that a bank look like a bank (bad thought though a
bank might become) and not depend upon false columns for credit. The
new architecture urges all of life to demand that an office building look
like an office building, even if it should resemble the cross section of a
bee-hive. life itself should sensibly insist in self-defence that a hotel look
and conduct itself like a hotel and not like some office building. Life should
declare, too, that the railroad station look like a railroad station and not
try so hard to look like an ancient temple or some monarchic palazzo. And
while we are on this subject, why not a place for opera that would look
something like a place for opera—if we must have opera, and not look so
much like a gilded, crimsoned bagnio. Life declares that a filling station
should stick to its work as a filling station: look the part becomingly. Why
try to look like some Colonial diminutive or remain just a pump on the
street. Although 'just a pump' on the street is better than the Colonial
imitation. The good Life itself demands that the school be as generously
spaced and a thought-built good-time place for happy children: a building
no more than one storey high—with some light over-head, the school
building should regard the children as a garden in sun. Life itself demands
of Modern Architecture that the house of a man who knows what home
is should have his own home his own way if we have any man left in that
connection after F.H.A. is done trying to put them, all of them it can,
into the case of a man who builds a home only to sell it. Our Government
forces the home-maker into the real-estate business if he wants a home
at all.
Well, after all, this line of thought was all new-type common sense in
architecture in Chicago only thirty years ago. It began to grow up in my
own work as it is continuing to grow up more and more widely in the
work of all the world. But, insulting as it may seem to say so, nor is it
merely arrogant to say that the actual thinking in that connection is still
a novelty, only a little less strange today than it was then, although the
appearances do rapidly increase.
'INTEGRAL ORNAMENT AT LAST!
At last, in this fifth resource, so old yet now demanding fresh signifi-
cance. We have arrived at integral ornament—the nature-pattern of actual
construction, Here, confessed as the spiritual demand for true significance,
comes this subjective element in modern architecture. An element so hard
to understand that modern architects themselves seem to understand it
least well of all and most of them have turned against it with such fury as
is born only of impotence.
And it is true that this vast, intensely humaa, significance is really no
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